"The Symbolism tools alone could have formed the basis of an entire application."

Mac Addict

"Suffice it to say that future Illustrator textbooks will have chapters dedicated to this new feature..."

Mac Central

"Potent Symbolism"

Mac User

"Very powerful"

Working Mac

"...one of the most intuitive, intelligent and powerful incarnations of the technology ever seen"

Maximum PC

"...Symbolism is quite brilliant, not to mention a lot of fun to play with."

Computer Arts

"Excellent symbol and distortion tools"

Mac World

"But what really sets Illustrator 10 apart is the original (and fantastic) Symbolism editing tools."

Graphic Exchange

"Invaluable design tool"

PC Review OnLine

"I predict this will become one of the most used new tools that Adobe Illustrator developers have created..."

About.com

"These tools make it possible to create a dazzling range of effects no other tools can duplicate."

"Extremely helpful"

Digit Magazine OnLine

"An incredible tool"

PC Plus